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Abstract: The trade-off between the spectral bandwidth and average output power from
chalcogenide fiber-based mid-infrared supercontinuum sources is one of the major challenges
towards practical application of the technology. In this paper we address this challenge
through tapering of large-mode-area chalcogenide photonic crystal fibers. Compared to
previously reported step-index fiber tapers the photonic crystal fiber structure ensures singlemode propagation, which improves the beam quality and reduces losses in the taper due to
higher-order mode stripping. By pumping the tapered fibers at 4 μm using a MHz optical
parametric generation source, and choosing an appropriate length of the untapered fiber
segments, the output could be tailored for either the broadest bandwidth from 1 to 11.5 μm
with 35.4 mW average output power, or the highest output power of 57.3 mW covering a
spectrum from 1 to 8 μm.
© 2017 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (320.6629) Supercontinuum generation; (190.4370) Nonlinear optics, fibers; (060.2390) Fiber optics,
infrared.
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1. Introduction
Chalcogenide glass fibers is an excellent medium for nonlinear applications in the midinfrared (MIR), and offers flexible delivery and collection of broadband MIR light for fiberbased sensing applications, such as: Fiber evanescent wave spectroscopy (FEWS) [1],
bundled-fiber imaging [2], scanning fiber near-field spectroscopy [3], and fiber medical
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endoscopy [4]. However, coupling light over a broad bandwidth to a fiber can be challenging
and often leads to excessive losses. Especially conventional thermal light sources have very
low coupling efficiency due to low spatial coherence, but even highly coherent light sources
such as quantum cascade lasers will endure debilitating coupling losses. Consequently, MIR
sensing applications would greatly benefit from broadband fiber-based light sources, such as
the supercontinuum (SC) light source. In supercontinuum generation (SCG), broadband MIR
light is generated within the optical fiber by a pump laser, which allows for robust and
portable all-fiber systems, provided that suitable MIR fiber pump lasers are developed.
Recent experimental work with SCG has demonstrated spectra spanning more than 11 μm
[5,6], covering the entire functional group and a significant part of the fingerprint region of
molecular vibrational resonances, thus revealing the true potential of the MIR SC technology.
For this reason there has been a rapid development in the community with research groups
pursuing both generation of longer wavelengths and higher average output power for enabling
applications in the MIR. However, achieving both a long wavelength range and high average
power has proved challenging due to the relatively low damage threshold of chalcogenide
glasses, and the trade-off between peak power and average power in most available MIR
pump systems.
The highest reported supercontinuum output power from a chalcogenide fiber is 565 mW
generated in a 10 μm core diameter As2S3 step-index fiber (SIF) using a monolithic all-fiber
configuration based on cascaded amplification and broadening of a 1.55 μm seed laser
emitting 40 ps pulses at a repetition rate of 10 MHz [7]. The spectrum of this source was
limited to a maximum wavelength of 4.8 μm due to absorption in the sulphide glass in
combination with pumping the fiber in the normal dispersion regime. A similar result with
550 mW output power spanning from 2.8 to 5 μm was achieved by pumping 23 cm of 9 μm
core diameter As2S3 SIF with ~400 fs pulses at 3.83 μm central wavelength using a free-space
optical parametric oscillator (OPO) and amplifier (OPA) system [8]. Although high output
power was achieved, neither of these demonstrations provided spectral coverage beyond the
current capabilities of fluoroindate fibers, which promise even better power handling than
chalcogenides [9]. In comparison, the broadest spectrum spanning from 2 to 15.1 μm was
achieved by pumping a 3 cm long 15 μm As2Se3 core AsSe2 clad SIF at 9.8 μm with ~170 fs
pulses, using a difference frequency generation (DFG) pump scheme based on a 1 kHz
Ti:Sapphire oscillator and OPA system [6]. Due to the 1 kHz repetition rate and short pulse
duration the maximum achievable output power from such schemes are in the sub mW level
[5], and the detection scheme requires sensitive detectors and boxcar/lock-in amplification,
which adds to the complexity of the system. More recently an average power of 17 mW over
a broad bandwidth up to 11.1 μm at the 30 dB level was demonstrated by pumping a 6 μm
core Ge15Sb15Se70/Ge20Se80 high numerical aperture (NA) SIF with ~330 fs pulses at 4.49 μm
using a 21 MHz single-pass OPA system [10]. However, due to the small core diameter very
strong focusing of the OPA beam was required, thus reducing the coupling efficiency and the
pump power threshold for optical damage to the fiber end-facet.
Almost twenty years ago it was demonstrated that efficient SCG could be obtained with
high coupling efficiency by tapering large-core silica SIFs [11]. Subsequently, many have
tried to translate this scheme into the MIR using chalcogenide SIFs, but results have been
limited to output powers of 3-15 mW covering the 1-5 μm spectral range [12–16]. One issue
with tapering chalcogenide SIFs is that any higher-order modes excited in the large-core fiber
will be stripped during the down-taper transition. In this paper we demonstrate SCG in
tapered large-mode-area Ge10As22Se68 photonic crystal fibers (PCF) with record high average
output power above 4.5 μm and spectra covering from 1 to 11.5 μm. This was possible
because the large mode-area enables high coupling efficiency and damage threshold, while
the tapered section enables strong nonlinear interaction and anomalous dispersion at the pump
wavelength – all of which improves the efficiency of generating a long-wavelength (LW)
continuum. Furthermore, in contrast to SIFs the PCF structure ensures single-mode
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propagation, which improves the beam quality and reduces losses in the taper due to higherorder mode stripping.
2. Fiber and taper characterization
The fibers were fabricated by SelenOptics using a specially developed preform casting
method for producing low-loss PCFs from highly purified Ge10As22Se68 glass [17]. The drawn
fiber has a typical measured baseline loss below 1 dB/m from 3 to 9 μm with signs of
impurity absorption from Se-H (4.5-4.7 μm), O-H (2.9 μm), H-O-H (6.3 μm), and Ge-O (7.8
μm) [18], as depicted in Fig. 1(a) for a 12.7 μm core fiber. The fiber transmits up to around 11
μm where the multi-phonon edge of the glass induces significant losses on the order of 10-20
dB/m. Fibers with three different core diameters were produced, and from inspecting the fiber
end-facets by confocal microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the core
diameter (d core ) , average hole diameter (d ) , and pitch (Λ) of the structures were accurately
determined. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1(c) and the structural dimensions of the
fibers used in this study are listed in Table 1. The spontaneous Raman spectrum in Fig. 1(b)
was measured in order to calculate the Raman response function for use in numerical
modelling. The refractive index of the glass was given only at 1.55 μm to be 2.62, so for
modelling of the dispersion and mode properties of the fibers a data set for the similar
Ge10As23.4Se66.6 glass composition was used [5]. Figure 1(d) shows the calculated dispersion
curves for various core diameters assuming a constant pitch-to-hole ratio d / Λ  0.44 , which
is in reasonable agreement with the measured dispersion for the untapered 12.7 μm core
diameter fiber.

Fig. 1. Characterization of the Ge10As22Se68 fiber. (a) Fiber loss in the 12.7 μm core diameter
PCF measured using the cut-back technique (solid line), together with the material loss profile
used for simulations (dashed). (b) Measured spontaneous Raman scattering spectrum used for
modelling the Raman response. Inset shows the collected Raman signal distribution from the
fiber end facet (c) SEM image of the fiber end facet showing calculation of the mean hole
diameter ( d ) and pitch (Λ) . (d) Calculated dispersion curves for different core diameters
assuming constant pitch-to-hole ratio d / Λ  0.44 and hole diameter and pitch as in Table 1.
The asterisks show the measured dispersion of the 12.7 μm core diameter fiber.
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The figure shows that by tapering down the core diameter as low as 6 μm the first zerodispersion wavelength (ZDW) can be shifted all the way from 4.8 μm down to 3.6 μm
without introducing a second ZDW before 8 μm. Figure 2(a) shows an illustration of a
tapered fiber with the different longitudinal sections indicated. The tapers were fabricated
post-drawing using a filament-based tapering system operating at 258 °C. The fiber was
pulled with a translation speed of 3.8 mm/min, starting tensile strength of 40-50 g, and 15 g in
the waist section. The taper was translated with a speed of 4 cm/min to obtain a long uniform
waist section. The target length of the waist section ( LW ) was 15-20 cm long with 2-3 cm
down-taper and up-taper transition regions ( LDT and LUT , respectively). Figure 2(e) shows a
typical measured down-taper profile. The untapered sections before and after the taper (and
LAT , respectively) were initially about 20 cm, making the total length of fiber close to 60 cm.
The transmission properties of the long tapered fibers were characterized by Fouriertransform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry, and were found to transmit from 2 to 9.5 μm, as seen
from the transmission spectra in Fig. 2(d). The transmission spectrum was heavily influenced
by ambient atmospheric absorption from CO2 at 4.25 μm, and H2O at 2.9 μm and 5-7.5 μm,
respectively. Without fiber end-caps, the open capillaries will over time cause diffusion of
water from the air into the glass matrix, which introduces several dBs of loss from impurity
absorption at 2.9 μm and 6.3 μm [18]. The LW transmission drop starting from 7.5 μm is
believed to be partly due to Ge-O and the multi-phonon absorption edge, but primarily from
confinement losses in the taper waist.
To confirm the structural integrity of the fibers after tapering while preserving some fibers
for future experiments, three sets of tapers were fabricated and the worst performing taper
from each set was then cleaved in the middle of the waist section for inspection. Figure 2(b)
and 2(c) show the SEM images (under same magnification) of a tapered 12.7 μm fiber at the
input and waist, respectively. The structural parameters for initial and tapered fibers are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Mean structural parameters for the produced chalcogenide PCFs measured in
the untapered fiber and in the taper waist using SEM and confocal microscopy. The
values in parenthesis indicate the diameters of the tapers used for SCG. *: Values
estimated from fiber outer diameter (OD).
dcore [m]
11.5
12.7
15.1

Initial fiber
OD [m]
d [m]
125
119
176

3.37
3.54
5.10

[m]

d/

7.57
8.04
10.08

0.44
0.44
0.51

dcore [m]
6.9
8.0 (7.4*)
5.9 (6.1*)

Taper waist
OD [m]
d [m]
67
69 (65)
67 (68)

1.92
1.86
1.89

[m]

d/

4.46
5.02
3.91

0.43
0.37
0.48

The measurements revealed that while the pitch scales very consistently with the core
diameter, the holes contract more than the rest of the structure due to partial hole collapse
from the reduced surface tension [19]. From our calculations this partial hole collapse results
in both increased confinement loss and a down shift in the dispersion curve, resulting in
increasing the first ZDW and lowering of the second ZDW, as shown in Fig. 3. Confinement
losses increase in the tapered section because the mode field extends further into the photonic
cladding structure, and leakage losses is known to increase even further when the pitch is
decreased [20]. The degree of hole collapse was therefore not measured in the actual fibers
used for SCG, but assuming a worst case scenario with hole collapse similar to the 12.7 μm
fiber, Fig. 3 shows the calculated dispersion and confinement loss with decreasing core
diameter for both fibers. It is apparent from the figure that the higher d / Λ results in
improved transmission in the long wavelengths, although the fiber may become slightly
multi-moded in the short-wavelength (SW) region below 3.5 μm.
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Fig. 2. Taper characterization. (a) Illustration of the longitudinal sections of the tapered fiber:
Length before the taper ( LBT ) , down-taper length ( LDT ) , waist length ( LW ) , up-taper length
( LUT ) , and length after the taper ( LAT ) . (b,c) Same magnification SEM images of the 12.7 μm
fiber cross-section in LBT and LW , respectively. (d) Normalized FTIR transmission through
the three tapers before cut-back. (e) Typical measured outer diameter profile in the taper
transition region.

Fig. 3. (a,b) Calculated dispersion and (c,d) confinement losses for the 12.7 μm fiber (a,c) and
15.1 μm fiber (b,d) assuming a linear reduction in hole size (solid lines) as indicated in the
legend. The core diameter is given by 2Λ  d . The corresponding dispersion and confinement
loss for the smallest core diameter and constant d / Λ is plotted as a dashed line for
comparison.

3. Experimental setup for supercontinuum generation
High average power SCG was achieved using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4. The
MIR pump was generated by single-pass parametric generation in a 10 mm periodically-poled
fan-out MgO:LiNbO3 crystal (MgO:PPLN). A 1.04 μm mode-locked Yb:KYW solid-state
laser was focused inside the crystal together with a CW seed laser in order to stimulate quasi-
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phase-matched parametric anti-Stokes generation. The 1.04 μm laser emitted pulses with a
duration of 250 fs at full width half maximum (FWHM) at 21 MHz repetition rate. The seed
laser was tunable from 1350 to 1450 nm, which in combination with the variation in poling
period over the crystal allowed for a tunable MIR output from around 3.7-4.5 μm. The
nonlinear crystal was kept in a heater at a constant temperature of 150°C in order to thermally
tune the dispersion to achieve the desired phase matching relations. Any residual pump and
other unwanted radiation below 3.5 μm were filtered out using a reflective long-pass filter,
and the MIR output beam was subsequently collimated by an achromatic air-spaced lens
doublet optimized for 4 μm central wavelength. The output spectrum at 4 μm had a FWHM
bandwidth of 93 nm, which corresponds to a 252 fs transform limited Gaussian pulse. The
pump beam was coupled into the fibers by a ZnSe aspheric lens with 12 mm focal length, and
the pump power was tuned using a wire grid polarizer. The generated continuum was
collimated at the output of the fiber using a BD-2 aspheric lens coated for anti-reflection (AR)
in the 3-5 μm range, and the spectrum was measured using an FTIR or monochromator-based
mercury-cadmium-tellurite (MCT) spectrometer. The output power was measured by a
thermal power meter, and long-pass filters with 5% cut-on at 4.5 μm and 6.5 μm with average
transmission of ~90% was employed for measuring the LW power.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for MIR pump and supercontinuum generation. A 1.04 μm laser is
focused together with a CW seed inside the nonlinear crystal for parametric anti-Stokes
generation. The light below 3.5 μm is filtered out and the beam collimated by an achromatic
doublet. The beam is directed to a ZnSe asphere for fiber coupling, and the power is tuned by a
polarizer (BD-2: Black diamond chalcogenide lens, LPF: Long-pass filter).

4. Results
SCG in an untapered 12.7 μm core PCF was investigated first in order to establish a reference
for the tapered fibers. Due to the presence of Se-H and C-O impurity absorption bands, the
pump wavelength was limited to below 4.2 μm and near 4.4 μm. Furthermore, the OPA pump
generation efficiency was reduced at longer wavelengths due to absorption of the MgO:PPLN
crystal, so the best case for high average power was to pump at 4 μm. However, since the
ZDW of the untapered fiber was around 4.6 μm, pumping at 4 μm led to very low LW
generation efficiency, as is evident from Fig. 5(a). For a pump power of 194.5 mW a total
output power of 46.3 mW was obtained, having only around 4.3 mW of the power above 4.5
μm. Pumping at 4.4 μm with a pump power of 131 mW was more efficient, and generated a
spectrum spanning from 3 to 7.4 μm (30 dB bandwidth) in 25 cm fiber with a total average
output power of 49.5 mW, 10.5 mW > 4.5 μm. The SC spectra are presented in Fig. 5(a).
The experiment was then repeated using a tapered fiber having LBT  20 cm and
LAT  34 cm. From the calculated dispersion of Fig. 3(a) the ZDW was expected to be
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around 4 μm. Pumping first at 4.4 μm with 140 mW resulted in a slightly higher LW
efficiency than in the straight fiber with 14.3 mW > 4.5 μm out of a total of 32.5 mW, but it
did not improve the LW spectral coverage, as can be seen from Fig. 5(b). This was also the
case for 4 μm pumping, although the efficiency in this case was greatly improved by the
taper. Pumping with ~200 mW, almost the same spectrum was generated having 12.4 mW >
4.5 μm out of a total of 42.0 mW. It is also apparent from Fig. 5(b) that the SW edge of the
spectrum was extended beyond the measurement capability of the FTIR used for the first
spectral measurements. For this reason all subsequent measurements were carried out using a
monochromator-based MCT spectrometer that could measure from 1 to 16 μm.

Fig. 5. Overview of experimental results with (a-c) 12.7 μm and (d) 11.5 μm fibers pumping at
4.0 μm (blue) and 4.4 μm (red). (a) SC generated in 25 cm untapered 12.7 μm fiber (*: Power
above 4.5 μm was in this case derived from the PSD plot normalized to the total output
power). (b,c) Experimental (solid) and numerical (dashed) output spectra for a tapered 12.7 μm
fiber with LBT ~ 20 cm and LBT ~ 4.5 cm, respectively. (d) Output spectrum for the 11.5 μm
fiber having both a short LBT ~ 4 cm and LAT ~ 5 cm. (e,f) Numerical modelling of
experiments with 4 μm pumping in (b) and (c), respectively, showing the effect of the cut-back
for a 250 fs Gaussian pulse with 16 kW peak power. The different sections of the taper is
indicated by white dashed lines, and the ZDWs are indicated by black lines.

The lack of LW extension from the tapered fiber compared to the straight fiber was
attributed to both the high confinement losses in the waist region, but also due to the long
length of LBT , which was comparable in length to the untapered fiber from the first
experiment. Consequently, the SC is expected to have almost fully developed and dispersed
before the down-taper, resulting in lower nonlinear interaction in the waist. To investigate this
we cut back the untapered section to 4.5 cm before the down-taper transition and repeated the
experiment. The results presented in Fig. 5(c) clearly show the improvement of the LW edge
after cut-back. Pumping at 4 μm and 4.4 μm the spectrum now extended from 1.98 to 7.92 μm
and 1.95-8.58 μm at the 30 dB level, with an output power of 54.8 mW (21.5mW > 4.5) and
39.5 mW (18.7mW >4.5 μm), respectively. These observations were further supported by SC
modelling, as shown in Figs. 5(e)-5(f) for the 4 μm pump case.
In an effort to increase spectral broadening while benefitting from the higher pump power
at 4 μm the 11.5 μm fiber with a higher d / Λ=0.43 and smaller waist core diameter dc  6.9
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μm was tested. The higher d / Λ and slightly smaller core diameter should result in shifting
the ZDW from 4.0 μm to 3.8 μm. To further reduce losses and optimize efficiency the fiber
was cut-back in both ends to LBT  4 cm and LAT  5 cm . Pumping at 4 μm with 231 mW the
fiber was able to generate 41.5 mW total average power with 19.3 mW > 4.5 μm, and
covering a spectrum up to 8.68 μm. The lower output power suggests high confinement losses
at the longer wavelengths and possibly reduced coupling efficiency, so in order to further
reduce the effect of confinement loss and increase the coupling efficiency the 15.1 μm core
fiber with d / Λ=0.51 was tested. The ZDW in the waist was expected to be between 3.6 and
3.8 μm depending on the actual d / Λ .

Fig. 6. Overview of experimental results for SC in the 15.1 μm tapered fiber. (a) Highest
measured output power with a spectrum from 1 to 8 μm generated with a long LBT ~ 25 cm
and short LAT ~ 7.5 cm. (b) SC generated in the same fiber as (a), but coupling in from the
other end of the fiber. (c) Broadest SC generated with LBT ~ 7.5 cm and LAT cut back to ~ 4
cm, resulting in extension of the LW edge to 11.5 μm. (d) Output spectra with increasing
power for pump case (c). (e) Contour plot illustrating the spectral broadening evolution in
pump case (c) with increasing pump power. The dashed lines show the expected ZDWs at the
waist assuming negligible hole collapse.

For the 15.1 μm core fiber three different launch configurations were tested on the same
fiber: (a) having a long LBT = 25 cm and short LAT = 7.5, (b) opposite configuration so that
LBT = 7.5 cm and LAT = 25 cm, and (c) with cutting back the long section to obtain LBT = 4
cm and LAT = 7.5 cm, as shown in Fig. 6(a)-6(c). In the (a) configuration the bandwidth was
again limited by the long LBT section. However, surprisingly the resulting bandwidth and
output power was very similar to the result in Fig. 5(c) for a short LBT , which suggests that
the combination of a larger core, reduced confinement losses, and shorter LAT to some extend
countered the effect observed in the first experiment. Having a short LBT section for the (b)
configuration resulted in pushing the LW edge further into the MIR, albeit at the expense of
output power due to the increased losses at the LWs. Cutting back the LAT section for the (c)
configuration should reduce the loss at the LW edge, and consequently the spectrum now
extended all the way to 11.5 μm. However, unexpectedly the output power was further
reduced after cutback, which suggests an extrinsic loss from the cleave or some
contamination/degradation of the output facet between the experiments.
Throughout the experiments the total transmission at low pump power was around 2932%. We measured the loss of the ZnSe lens at 4 μm to be ~4%, and the collimation lens
should have similar transmission in the AR range. The theoretical Fresnel loss due to the high
refractive index of n = 2.58 at 4 μm results in a nominal reflection of 19.5%, and assuming
about 0.5 dB of fiber propagation loss we arrive at a coupling efficiency of 60.2%. The
coupling loss includes mode mismatch, tapering/microdeformation loss, and possibly
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scattering at the output facet. It should be noted that the 2-6 μm AR coating from the
collimation lens had high reflection loss below 1.8 μm, but had very good transmission at
longer wavelengths. Switching to another lens with AR coating from 7 to 14 μm was found to
have negligible effect on the long-wavelength power and produced almost identical spectra.
Nevertheless, the output power is expected to increase slightly by replacing the collimation
lens with a reflective parabolic mirror, albeit at the expense of more complicated alignment.
5. Discussion and analysis
In order to optimize the taper design it was important to understand the underlying dynamics
of SCG in the experiments. For this reason we modelled the nonlinear pulse propagation
using a specific implementation of the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE)
for including tapering and multiple propagation modes, derived from Maxwell’s equations
using the approach of Lægsgaard [21,22] and Kolesik et al. [23]. The PCF geometry and
material refractive index data was imported into the commercial software COMSOL to solve
for modes, and the numerical implementation was performed in MATLAB using the built-in
GPU libraries for fast calculation of the fast Fourier transform and matrix manipulations of
large data structures. The numerical implementation uses the split-step method with a RungeKutta-Fehlberg solver on the nonlinear step, as well as adaptive step size. Simulations were
carried out using 219 bins with a temporal resolution of 4.63 fs, and step sizes between 5 μm
to 60 μm. The Raman response used in the simulations was derived from the measured
frequency response in Fig. 1(b), and the fractional response was set to fR = 0.03 [24]. The
nonlinear coefficient n2 was given by the manufacturer to be 8.8 1014 cm2 W1 , which
agrees well with values found in the literature [25]. The refractive index data was fitted to a
Sellmeier polynomial: n2 = 1 + B0 + B1/(1-C12λ2) + B2/(1-C22λ2) + B3/(1-C32λ2), from
which the following Sellmeier coefficients was extracted: B0 = 2.774, B1 = 2.892, B2 =
0.7320, B3 = 0, C1 = 0.4047 μm, C2 = 38.53 μm, C3 = 0. The simulations presented in Figs.
5(e)-5(f), and Fig. 7 assumes a transform-limited Gaussian pump pulse with a full-width at
half maximum duration of 250 fs and a peak power of 16 kW was simulated.
In the untapered 12.7 μm fiber the pump was located in the normal dispersion regime far
from the ZDW, so initial SCG was driven mainly by self-phase modulation (SPM). From both
numerical and experimental observations it is clear that pumping below the ZDW leads to a
large build-up of power in the 3-4 μm region due to SPM, which therefore limits the amount
of power that cross the ZDW to generate the LW part of the spectrum. Figure 5(e) shows that
after just 2 cm of propagation the spectrum extends beyond the ZDW, which then initiate
soliton formation and fission followed by soliton self-frequency shifting (SSFS). These
soliton dynamics can be seen from the spectrograms in Figs. 7(a)-7(d), together with the
appearance of dispersive waves (DW) on the SW edge of the spectrum.
After 5 cm of propagation the pulse has broadened sufficiently across the ZDW to initiate
soliton A formation at the LW edge, with a corresponding DW at the SW edge. After 9 cm
soliton A has undergone soliton fission and the ejected solitons proceeds to red-shift from
SSFS, while trapping part of the generated DWs [26]. At this point soliton B emerges along
with corresponding DWs, which proceeds to similarly undergo soliton fission and SSFS.
During this process, however, soliton B continuously consume the lesser solitons left in the
wake of soliton A, enhancing its energy and shifting rate compared to that of soliton A. This
is apparent after 13 cm of propagation, where the spectrally broader soliton B now overlaps
with soliton A causing the interference beating observed in Fig. 5(e). After 20 cm of fiber the
SSFS starts to stagnate and soliton C emerges.
In the tapered 12.7 μm fiber with a long LBT we find from the simulation in Fig. 5(e) that
the SW edge was extended by DWs, but while the LW edge was initially extended after the
down-taper transition, it gradually diminished in the waist to around 7 μm due to confinement
loss. To reproduce this effect in the simulations it was necessary to reduce the confinement
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loss in the simulations by a factor of 5, corresponding more or less to the d / Λ  0.37 curve
in Fig. 3(c), which has a ~27 dB/m confinement loss at 7 μm compared to ~120 dB/m for
d / Λ  0.35 . This factor may account for the uncertainty of the hole size in the waist. Figure
7(e) show how the shift in dispersion in the down-taper results in both red-shifted DWs (RDW) across the second ZDW, and in new wavelength components generated in the middle of
the spectrum. These mid-spectrum components radiate from the soliton clusters A and B,
which indicates that these could be either non-resonant radiation shed by the solitons due to
rapid changes in dispersion [26], or from four-wave mixing (FWM) enabled by a longer
interaction length and introduction of negative dispersion slope and the second ZDW.

Fig. 7. Simulated time-wavelength spectrograms corresponding to the simulation in Fig. 5(e).
(a) Formation of soliton A and DW pair. (b) Fission and red-shift of soliton A, together with
emergence of soliton B. (c) Soliton B has merged with lesser solitons and red-shifted beyond
soliton A. (d) The SSFS of A and B stagnate, and soliton C emerges just before the down-taper
transition. (e) New DWs appear after down-tapering due to change in ZDWs, and energy
radiates from soliton clusters A/B. (f) After the up-taper interaction length is again increased,
resulting in XPM/FWM between solitons C/D and the SPM-broadened part of the pulse at 33.5 μm.

Slightly different dynamics is seen during the up-taper where the changing dispersion
causes an enhancement of the interaction between solitons at 6-7 μm and the SPM-broadened
main pulse around 3.5 μm, which together with the reduced confinement loss resulted in new
spectral components generated at the LW edge from FWM. This effect is seen clearly in Fig.
7(f). The full dynamics can be seen in the supplementary Visualization 1. From these
dynamics it is clear, that cutting back the fiber to 4.5 cm before the transition point resulted in
capturing more of the pulse in the anomalous dispersion regime and enhancing the SSFS of
soliton A before the fission point at ~8 cm [27]. Consequently, the LW generation efficiency
was improved, and the SW edge extended. The generation of new spectral components after
the up-taper was still observed, although the effect was less pronounced. The full dynamics
can be seen in the supplementary Visualization 2.
For the 15.1 μm taper the dynamics was similar, but the greatly improved LW extension
indicates that no significant hole collapse occurred during tapering. The high confinement
losses expected above 9 μm in the taper waist leads to the conclusion that this part of the
spectrum was either generated or amplified during and after the up-taper, where the gradual
red-shift of the dispersion lead to increased FWM/XPM interaction, possibly in combination
with red-shifted DWs near the second ZDW at 9.7 μm. The continuous SSFS and subsequent
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generation of dispersive waves with increasing pump power can be seen from Fig. 6(e), which
shows the interpolated spectral development of 11 measurements with increasing pump
power and some of the output spectra are shown in Fig. 6(d).
For future optimization we note that it would be advantageous for the LW efficiency to
capture as much of the pulse in the anomalous dispersion, which means that the transition
should be as close to the input as possible. Furthermore, from simulations we may infer that
the results could be improved by having a shorter waist section, since the spectral broadening
reaches a maximum shortly after reaching the waist section of the taper, after which the LW
edge and output power is continuously diminished by confinement loss. It was also found that
a high d / Λ was required for reaching beyond 8.6 μm, so for these reasons it would be
advantageous to fabricate a taper with a short LW and high d / Λ to reduce the confinement
losses in the waist. Some length of LW is still needed in order to favor extension of the LW
over the SW, as well as having a short down-taper transition [28,29]. The simulations also
indicate that the degree of spectral coherence can be relatively high, but since the calculated
coherence is sensitive to the modelled noise, polarization orientation, and actual tapering
profile [29] it was not investigated further in this study.
In contrast to previously reported results involving SCG in tapered chalcogenide SIFs
[12–14], the PCFs in this work were tapered from a large mode area for improved coupling
efficiency, to a moderate waist diameter in order to enable efficient 4 μm pumping, while
keeping the confinement loss to a minimum. The advantage of using single-material fibers
(i.e. PCFs) compared to high NA SIFs, is that issues with thermo-mechanical compatibility of
different glasses during fabrication is avoided, which may alleviate scattering and optical
damage associated with inhomogeneities and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch at the
core/cladding interface. In this respect the Ge10As22Se68 glass composition was chosen over
the more nonlinear As40Se60 glass due to its stability during fabrication, resistance to
crystallization, and higher transition temperature [30], which improves the damage threshold.
The obvious disadvantage of using PCFs with air capillaries is the large diffusion surface of
the glass, which results in the accumulation of O-H defects from atmospheric water vapor and
absorption of the evanescent field. This effect can be avoided by sealing the fiber with a solid
endcap immediately after drawing, which has the added benefit of increasing the damage
threshold of the fiber and provides the possibility of post-processing the end-facets with antireflection coatings or nanoimprinted structures for further improving the output power [31].
Alternatively, the hole structure can be functionalized by integrating chalcogenide nanolayers for further engineering of the thermal and optical properties, providing an extra degree
of design flexibility [32].
6. Conclusion
In conclusion we have demonstrated the ability of tapered large-mode-area Ge10As22Se68
PCFs to generate broadband MIR SC with record high output power above 4.5 μm. Through
testing of tapers with different pitch-to-hole ratio and taper waist diameter the broadest
spectra and highest output powers were found to be produced from a 15.1 μm core fiber with
the highest initial d / Λ=0.51 tapered down to an estimated 6.7 μm to obtain anomalous
dispersion at the 4 μm pump wavelength. By choosing a length of either 4 cm or 24 cm of the
untapered fiber before the taper transition the SC output could be optimized for either the
broadest bandwidth from 1 to 11.5 μm with 35.4 mW average output power, or the highest
output power of 57.3 mW covering a spectrum from 1 to 8 μm, respectively. Based on
numerical modelling of the SC dynamics we have proposed several improvements for future
optimization, including: shorter waist sections, higher d / Λ , and shorter LBT .
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